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EDITOR'S NOTE
These stories were inspired by our reading of Ray
Bradbury's The Martian Chronicles during the 2018-19
school year. Not every student submission was included
in this anthology, mainly due to time, but I hope that you
enjoy reading some of the original work created by this
class.
To my students, may you keep exploring new worlds,
keep writing new things, keep taking new risks, and
never be afraid to take a chance on a Martian or two.
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THE YEAR 2624

THE YEAR 2624
BY

COLLIN

KIRSCHMAN

January 17, 2624

It's been 322 years since us humans had to leave Earth from the nuclear explosion. Many of us tried staying in
Virginia -- it was the only place on Earth unaffected by the explosion. Many seen it as the last option in order to keep
Earth alive, so many stayed back instead of moving to Mars and colonizing some new land with the Martians. This
was a big mistake. This caused a huge divide in what was left of the human population. More than half the humans'
population stayed in Virginia and the explosion already took out most of the population, leaving little to no humans
left to help us settle on Mars and get the resources we needed.

A couple years later our radios got a call from the people still on Earth calling for help. The nuclear gas from the
explosion finally caught up to them, finally wiping out the rest of Earth, causing it to die out. Thus, finally creating an
end to Earth.

But us humans had our own problems on Mars. Ever since we came to Mars, the Martians and humans have been at
war. It started when we went to the Martians for resources in order to get started on repopulation and starting
everything over. They refused to give us any in order to kill off the human population, giving the Martians the ability to
expand and conquer the land we were on. The humans had no other choice but to steal the resources they needed,
so they did exactly that. They marched up all the soldiers they had an dmoved in and took more than half the
Martians' resources. As soon as the Martians noticed it was missing, they were out for war. We battled them until we
lost too many soldiers and civilians. We ended up gathering everything up, the people, the huts, the resources we had
left and explored west to get away from the Martians. We haven't seen them since, but we know as soon as we see
them, all hell will break loose.

May 4, 2624
Things haven't been the best lately. The nuclear gas from the explosion that took out Earth is now making its way
around Mars. It hit the northern part of Mars already and it's making its way down to us, causing the humans and the
Martians to have to all settle down south. I'm pretty sure seeing them is going to cause another war.
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July 14, 2624
We’re starting to lose a lot of people due to the lack of food and all the moving around. Still no sign of any Martians,
but we're getting prepared for war as soon as we see them. But we have to keep moving. The nuclear gas is getting
close.

November 11, 2624
We're getting really far south. We've seen some Martians outside our campsite this morning. We don't know whether or
not they're planning on fighting or not. It was only a couple, but it didn't seem to be too much of a threat. If they
attack, we're ready for war.

November 12, 2624
We've seen the same couple Martians outside this morning. Again, they looked helpless, weak, barely surviving. So I
decided to go talk to them. They explained to me and my crew how they were what was left of the Martians. “They all
died in the nuclear gas,” they said, gasping in air out of fear. He rambled on about how they only got away since
they've they saw it coming and tried warning people, but the captain said everything was going to be okay and forced
people to stay. They disobeyed his orders and left. Barely making it now, with little to no resources left. We let them in
to help them out.

December something….. I lost track of time, 2624

The storm is finally closing in on us and we have nowhere to go. We are starting to run out of resources. I think all that's
left is to pray to God and recognize it's close to time to have to say our goodbyes.

End of 2624, End of life.

Goodbye.
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YELLOW BRICK ROAD

BY DEVON CREW

The human settlement was where our home was. A

“You can care about something even if it's evil. And it's

wall where the theater was, strange, tall window

not that I care. I'm just curious is all. I want our species to

windowed structures where our homes once were.

be written down. Anything can become a historical text.

We thought we could be peaceful, but others have

We can't just be forgot-“

tried and failed. We are all that are left. Well, all of
the ones that are like us, anyway. Everyone, and by

“We're here.”

everyone I mean the ones who successfully escaped
them before us, have gone over the mountains. We

“Don't interrupt me!”

don't know where exactly, but we have no other
choice but to follow if we wish to survive. We—

Beneath us was a worn and tattered road made of
bricks. You could slightly make out the color left behind

“Stop writing in that book. It's not like it's going to matter

from its past use. An orange hue, more to the side of

soon anyways.”

yellow.

“Shut up, Lrr. It will matter, even if we become

“What should we be looking for?” asked Zvva.

transcended it will be it still be a valuable item to our
people, or to the humans as well.”

Before us appeared a mist of some sorts, very akin
to the “fire lanterns” people have talked about. We

“Why do you care about those creatures at all, Zvva?

could only assume it was our former friends. The

They demolished our town. Everyone and everything is

escaped Martians. it floated there for a few

gone because of them.”

seconds, and one by one, many more appeared
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along the yellow brick road, leading into the

“I don't know. Maybe they didn't wish for their cherished

distance over the mountains.

belongings to be destroyed by the settlers.”

“This is the path our people have taken since the arrival

“Oh, that makes sense.”

of them,” said Lrr. “This tattered road should have been
worn from happy feet, people on their way to a picnic, to

We carried on. We walked for some odd hours.

the park, to their loving home. But because of the

Slowly the sky turned a dark crimson red, then faded

humans it's a road of mishap and despair. It's not fair.”

to black. Still, we kept on walking, following the dim
lighted orbs along the yellow brick road. Soon you

“Nothing we can do,” said Zvva. “All we can do now is

could see both our old city and the new settlement

follow in their footsteps and hope for the best.”

from the mountainside view. The old Martian town
was crumbling, and ever so slowly was being

Lrr scoffed.

replaced by the strange architecture of the human’s
homes, and the city was so bright, it even rivaled the

They walked into the light of the orbs, following the path

stars. We kept along the road in the direction of the

ahead. “What do you think it will be like?” asked Zvva.

lights.

“Being beings of light. Do you think we will still be able to
feel and see and everything else still?”

“How much longer are we going to be walking?” asked
Zvva.

“Yeah. I don't know. Probably,” responded Lrr.
“You think I know? My feet hurt. We wouldn't have to be
“Oh, hey. What's that?”

doing any of this if not for those humans. This is stupid,”
snapped Lrr. “I just want to be home. This is so stupid.”

Along the road were rows and rows of discarded items.
They walked by and glanced at some of the first ones. A

“It's not fair, yes. But come on. What can you do? Nothing

golden heart statue, a trophy with a brain on it, saying

can change what's happened. So we must move on,”

first place. A necklace with the word “courage”

said Zvva. “Come on. Let's go.”

engraved in it. A picture of a house, framed with the
word “home.”

“No! Why are we even doing this? These lights could be a
trick from the humans for all we know. It's such a simple

“Where do you suppose these things came from?” asked

idea, if they want us all dead. Just follow the lights - so

Lrr.

stupid!”

“Probably from the others who came this way, way back

“Lrr, calm down, please.”

when,” responded Zvva.
“Whatever. Let's just go. No turning back now anyways.”
“Why did they carry these things?”
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Zvva sighed, and they both started walking again on the

“Oh, thank God! Lrr! We are saved! They are us!” He

yellow brick road. Lrr moved hastily ahead.

turned, and Lrr wasn't there.

The sky was dark, but the faint twinkling of stars lit

“We are sorry to have made you walk this far, Zvva,”

our way as well as the fire lanterns did. I could see

spoke the light.

a distant blue and green star in the distance. I could
have sworn it was bigger before. What was that

“Where's Lrr?” asked Zvva dramatically.

flash of light?
“To transcend, you must leave all pain behind, including
Lrr interrupted Zvva's writing to point out the end of the

the feeling of hurt and unjust. Lrr had deep rooted

mountain, which they were nearly upon.

feelings towards the humans and could not successfully
transcend to become like us, like true Martians. There

“I reckon that this is where we are supposed to be,” said

was no use for him in this life.”

Zvva.
Zvva was quiet, and the light carefully guided him to
“Reckon? What is that word?”

high ground.

“Oh, I must have picked it up from the humans. I did use

“Come, Zvva. Be free.”

to disguise as them you know.”
Zvva walked forward, glancing behind him for a long
“Don't say that again.”

moment.

Zvva and Lrr steadily tread down the mountain.

He gently placed his journal onto the ground.

“What now? Are we just going to walk more, more

He walked off the cliff.

walking? Is this what our species has led up to, walking?
Thousands and thousands of years of evolution and
knowledge—gone! All thanks to a measly chicken pox!

Seconds later, the blue glow seemed just a little bit

Who would have guessed? This is so—“

brighter.

Lrr slipped, and the mountain side crumbled, taking Zvva
along with it. Screaming, they called for help.

“Help! Help!”

“If you're really our fellow Martians, you'd save us!”
shouted out Lrr.

A flash of light appeared, and suddenly Zvva wasn't
falling.

Note: This story was inspired by, and takes place
chronologically near, the events of "The Fire
Balloons" by Ray Bradbury.
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JUNE 2001: AMMALTHEIA
BY

MEGAN

Glints of red and orange dust flew up from the ground,

ROMERO

“And what? The 4,000 dead Martians will arrest me?”

highlighted by the permanent sun shining down on a
dead city. The remains of a civilization burned in the

The captain scowled. “We made a promise to Spender.”

atmosphere as hundreds of souls lingered and thrived.

“You made a promise.” Parkhill spat. “This world is as

Some squirmed to be free, others held close. But in all

good as gone. May as well make some sort of use for it.

the smoke of a people being forgotten, all rose up and

And I doubt million year old crystal structures are gonna

everyone opened their eyes.

make for good business sites in the long run.”

Parkhill fell to the dead Martian ground, toppled over by

The captain wanted to hit him over the head halfway

the figure standing over him. The captain’s frown

through his rant. That was until something caught his

stretched across his face in disappointment as his

attention many blocks away. And as Parkhill said a final,

longtime comrade stumbled to his feet and wiped his

“Now if you’ll excuse me,” the captain caught his shoulder

bloody nose.

as the odd glowing figure standing away grew closer to
two explorers. Walking, but not quite walking. Seeing, but

“What the hell?” spat Parkhill. The captain’s eyes briefly

not quite seeing. And there, but not quite there.

flashed to the silvery gun loosely hanging in Parkhill’s
hand.

“A Martian?” Parkhill exclaimed “But they’re all dead!
Dead with chickenpox! We saw them!”

“You shouldn’t be using that.”
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The two men and one Martian walked for miles until

The Martian was standing right behind them, waiting for

sunset. Along the way were countless wonders. They

their wonder to die off. “Most did not. Only two knew

visited an observatory where the Martian explained all of

how to find this place.” said the creature.

the astrological equipment used for centuries until hardly
a year before. They visited a building comparable to a

“What is that supposed to mean?” asked Parkhill.

town hall, where the Martian explained the political
system of the Martian society. They visited a harbor

The Martian raised its head. “Whatever you believe it

where the Martian explained how their sandy floating

means,” it said calmly.

boats were built to carry Martians across the dead sea.
A bewildered look passed Parkhill’s face and an annoyed
Throughout all this, Wilder was fascinated, asking all

look soon replaced it. “What I believe?” He took a step

sorts of questions without a single one going

forward. “What I believe!” He turned to the captain. “Can

unanswered. Parkhill grew more suspicious of the

you believe this, Wilder?”

lingering time they spent away from their ship and the
locations the fading figure seemed to be leading them

Parkhill stalked up to the figure, more and more was it

too. Throughout the journey, winds would pick up and the

turning in and out of reality as it carefully backed away

orangey dust on the ground would seem to faze right

from the agitated Earth man. “You know what I believe? I

through the Martian. At one point, when they were

believe this Martian has been leading us on a wild goose

visiting a library, the captain had been so enthralled by a

chase. I certainly didn’t figure any reason to follow it and

silver bound book that Parkhill was able to take back his

I sure doubt any man with a lick of common sense would.

trusty firearm without either the captain or the Martian

Hell! I bet this was the Martian that killed the men from

noticing –at least to his knowledge.

the first expedition! And who’s to say they didn’t kill all
the others too!”

The Earth men trudged up the rocky hill, sweaty with
aching feet. The Martian, walking several feet ahead of

The Martian’s blank stare gazed patiently at the Earth

them, seemed hardly phased by the long journey at all,

man and finally, when he was done with his rant, did it

only seeming to walk a little slower than before. Finally,

speak,

they reached the peak of the hill. The two Earth men
looked down in a mix of emotions to the one missing link
that started the rush of scientists to Mars. The men ran

“I am not the one who killed your men. However, another
did.”

down the hill without waiting for the Martian, each
marveling at the very thought that they could ever see

“Who did?” asked the captain, finally speaking up.

this ship again. The Elon V was there, covered in sand
and worn halfway into the sands of Mars.

“Another one of me.” the creature replied. “Another one
of me killed your men in a fit of anger and jealousy.

“This was the first rocket sent to Mars.” said the captain.

Another killed your men out of pity. And many more killed

“How did you know where to find it?”

your men out of fear.”
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Parkhill was seething as the noise went on. “You dirty

As he turned to leave, the captain noticed a glint in the

alien!” he shouted. “You think you can kill Earth men and

orangey-red sand. He bent down to grip it in his hand, at

get away with it? I don’t think so!”

first looking at it with confusion, but then, only
contentment.

Parkhill had had enough. He reached into the holster
hidden within his suit and pulled out his silver gun and

The captain left the shuttle and made the trek up the

raised it to the Martian's head.

hills and through the desert to his rocket, all the while
feeling a pair of eyes gleaming on him.

“Parkhill!” shouted the captain. The Martian raised its
hand. “Stop this foolishness-”

He launched the rocket, and it carried the Earth men into
the dead space.

A single shot rang out. For a split second the silent
desert air exploded with noise, and then, it simply died.
The Martian was gone, a body nowhere to be found. The
Earth men were silent as the last light of Mars faded out
into a quiet night, and only then did the captain speak.

“Parkhill. When our journey on Mars comes to an end, you
will return to Earth and relinquish your position as a
space explorer.”

Parkhill’s head whipped up at the command, but he
didn’t say anything more as the captain began to walk
off in the direction of the shuttle.

Three days later, the ship was preparing for take off to
carry the astronauts back to Earth. Parkhill was silent for
most of the preparation, only lending a hand whenever
asked. The remaining space explorers loaded the ship
and buckled themselves in, only waiting for their captain.

Wilder was visiting the abandoned first shuttle one last
time before take off, paying his respects to all the
previous expeditions, as well as the Martian who showed
him true Martian culture.

Note: This story was inspired by, and takes place
directly after, the events of "And The Moon Be
Still As Bright" by Ray Bradbury.
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WHO ARE WE?
BY

REBECCA

RODRIGUEZ

“Arielle!” a voice called from down the hall. “The second sun is rising. You’ll waste your entire day if you
aren’t up soon.”

A girl with ice blue eyes by the name of Arielle groaned, sat up, and rubbed the sleep from her eyes. She then
slipped on a pair of blue flats, pulled her long, black hair into a smooth pony tail, slipped on a knee-length dress,
and made her way outside. “Thanks girl,” she called as she passed the girl in her sector who had shooed her awake.
It was a gorgeous day on Mars. As the second sun rose over the mountains, the breeze rustled Arielle’s flowy dress
in a whir of ruffles. She crossed the bustling street of people to reach the path that would take her to her lessons
for the day.

It had been years sense the great war. Only the Elders were old enough to remember the explosion of Earth. Even
then, this group of peace bringers were naïve, young teenagers when the disaster hit. Now, gray and wrinkled, they
use their scars of the horror to ensure Mars does not suffer the same defeat by providing regulations and examples
for everyday life. Society is a peaceful, steady flow of life, prosperity, and respect. In her lessons, Arielle learns of
the roles she will fulfill when she is of age. She is taught how to tell stories, care for the young, be a provider of
food, respect her living spaces, bare children with her suitor of choice, and live the life of a human on Mars.

However, Arielle’s favorite days were those where she learned the history of how life on Mars had come to be. To
most people, this information was a simple fact that they had to have a vague understanding of to remember the
luxuries they must cherish, and, at the Elders warning, it was set to be just the bones of all that was Earth. Despite
the lack of elaboration on culture and lifestyle, Arielle still found interest in such a topic. Her teacher had noticed
her fascination with the Earth and the war, and she decided the lesson for the day would be one of the Elders: a
reminder of their efforts to keep society in the flourishing present. When the first sun had traveled three quarter of
the way across the sky, the teacher released the students to their leisure time. While everyone had retired to their
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respective activities, Arielle was left in her seat, re-reading the standardized history book for the thousandth time.

“Child, you must be careful when indulging in such a topic,” the teacher warned her, “the ideas of the past are not
fit for your keen contemplation. The Elders only provide us with the information as a reminder to trust in our way of
life.” She pulled the book away from Arielle, “That’s enough for today.”

The next morning began Arielle’s day of rest, so she set out for the attic of her sector. There, she could let her
curiosity run wild as she explored the artifacts from pasted lives. She would close her eyes and let her fingers graze
each piece of antiquity until something peaked her inquiring mind. Today, she stopped at a kind of book with silken
pages and a leather cover. It’s soft? She observed the book with the wonder of a young child, as she had never
seen such materials before. Captivated, she flipped to the first page where she found the word Emily neatly etched
into the paper with a delicate hand. Eloquent writing filled each page with personal accounts, and the pages were
marked with dates that came from a time Arielle had only read about in books. Consumed by excitement, she
spent the entirety of the day reading every detail, consuming every curve of ink on paper, until her brain was so full
of foreign ideas that she couldn’t be sure what was real anymore. She read an account of a woman, by the name
of Emily, coming to Mars to start a new life. This girl wrote of Mars as such a strange place that it was hard for
Arielle to see how she could see her home through foreign eyes. Emily documented situations unheard of to Arielle.
Descriptions of violence, crude behavior, marriage, and vanity rendered Arielle an unprepared child to a wave of
destructive principles.

Arielle ascended from the attic, hoping to get some air and space from these gut-wrenching ideas. Marriage? A
“sister” by the name of Aria bonded eternally with a man named Timothy? What is a sister? What are they bonding
together…does that hurt? Arielle’s head was spinning with questions. Her way of life was much different than these
people. In her reality, relationships were unheard of. In order to support population growth and eliminate
relationship-related heartbreak and ill feelings, the social construct of significant others and families was done
away with. Instead, people lived in quarters where everyone had their small private space, and they were
encouraged to be respectful with each other no matter what they were doing. Arguments were handled with civil
care and calm dignity, and, if there was ever is a miscommunication in how someone would like to be treated, a
conversation was had between the people involved. The entire society centered around respect for each other and
the land; something Emily’s journal did not depict.

Arielle was walking in the street now. “A boyfriend who is crude, hurtful, profane, and threatening.” She mumbled
the words, not even fully comprehending them, and stumbled through the streets. Arielle began to attract attention
from the people around her. A man’s voice barked from behind her. “Excuse me, what are you doing?”
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Arielle had just enough sense to look back. She was met by the sight of a crowd of people split to the sides of
the road. The man steps aside, and an Elder was now staring her in the eyes. “Arielle of Sector 3, won’t you
come speak to me?”

The voice was gentle, but it spurred a panic in Arielle that she had never experienced before. She suddenly
remembered a line from the journal. It described “Make-up picnics” and “Thrown bottles”. She suddenly
wondered what it would be like to throw anything besides flowers into the wind.

Arielle grabbed her shoe off her foot and chucked it, with more force than she had ever used in her entire life,
at the Elder before her. Then, she broke into a sprint. She did not know why she was running. Her head was
overflowing with words of family and meals and cruel boys.

Not being able to take any more, Arielle dropped to the ground. The Elder and her men met Arielle on the
ground. The Elder’s eyes were sad and look full of mourning. “I am so sorry, girl,” she spoke with a quiver in her
voice. “The ways in this book are destructive. They cost lives, and I must do what I can to protect our civilization
from the devastation that was Earth’s human life.”

Arielle looked up, a hazy confusion in her eyes, and she found something familiar in the face looking back at
her. “What are we, then, if we are not humanity? Nor do we claim to be Martian? Then, what are we? What is
our purpose? Our function? Who are-“

A pop cut her short. One of the Elder’s men injected her with a serum that would end her drowning questions
forever. A tear rolled down the Elder’s face, but her voice turned stern and regal, “That was a mercy, and one
that I do not ever want to be forced to give out again. Send out respect for the girl and burn the book.”

“Yes, Elder Emily,” her men answered as they set on their task. With all doubts suppressed, the people of Mars
continued their lives, as if no tragedy had ever ensued in their quaint society.
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EMILY'S DIARY
BY

CASSIE

STRACHOTA

Two days after the Thomas's rocket landed on Mars, a

patchwork quilt on the cave floor with a few sandwiches

second rocket lands. Bert Edwards and his family arrive.

and cans set next set on it. There is a scented candle lit

The two families meet up and together, they head into

in the middle of the blanket, and a small bouquet of

their city and new life as Martians.

paper flowers next to it.

Six years later, I feel the wind whipping my hair around

“Hey, so I hope you like it. And I’d just like to say, I'm sorry

my face as I steer the silver boat around the river curves.

for what I said. And what I did last week. I hope this can

Finally, I spot me and Rob’s special spot.

make up for it,” he says sheepishly.

Last night, he told me to meet him there for a surprise.

He kisses my cheek and leads me to one side of the

The boat glides to a stop on the river's edge, and I step

blanket.

out onto the sandy ground. Rob comes out of the cave,
waving at me and smiling.

“Thank you for this. It's actually really cute and
thoughtful,” I say, looking up at him and smiling.

“Hey, Em. Close your eyes. I've got a surprise for you,” he
says as he grabs my hands and starts leading me into the

“So you forgive me?” he asks, leading me to sit down.

cave.
“Sure. Yes.” I nod and smile. “Again.”
We walk for a while, and I stumble a few times on the
rough terrain.

Aria invites me to her and Timothy's house in his family's
town. They got married a few months ago and already

“Okay, open.” I open my eyes, and there is a

have one kid and another on the way.
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“Hey Emily. I'm so happy you're here! I haven't seen you in

“I learned the language by reading their texts. It's

ages!” Aria screeches and hugs me.

actually very interesting. Do you want me to teach you?”
he asks, looking up at me.

“Hey, Aria. So what do you have planned today?” I hug
her back.

I smile and nod. He hands me a tattered book, a sheet of
paper, and a delicate gold pen. We sit there the rest of

“I was thinking you could help me do a bit of decorating

the day reading and writing the old Martian language.

and rearranging in the nursery,” she says, nodding to a
closed door.

Over the next month, I go to the Thomas's town and
learned the Martian language with Michael. We get

“Sounds fun. Let's do it.”

pretty close and I just find it easy to talk to him. I like to
complain to him, and he just listens. It's great.

After several hours of decorating we are finally finished,
and I decide to walk around the town for a bit. After
walking a bit, I see a low hill just outside of the town.

Robert isn't a very good listener, but it's okay, I guess.
Tonight I’m meeting him for a movie. He said I get to
choose, so I chose The Devil Wears Prada. I just hope he

It looks as if there is a person sitting on top of it. I climb

doesn't complain the entire time.

up the hill and see two wooden crosses, and a boy sitting
The closest movie theater is in a city a few miles away
in front of them.
from both of us. So we just decide to meet up there.
When I walk up to the theater. Rob is standing there with
“Hello,” I say as I recognize the boy to be Michael
popcorn and drinks waiting for me. He comes up, kisses
Thomas. He’s quiet, and I don’t talk to him really at all.
me on the cheek and hands me my drink.

“Hey, you're Emily, right?” he asks softly, turning to look at
me.

“Yep, that's me. Hey, what are you reading?” I ask,

“Hey. I couldn't remember what you said was your
favorite drink? So I just got you Pepsi.”

“Yeah, yeah, that's fine. Thank you.”

leaning to sit with him.
We pick seats right in the middle of the theater and
“Some old Martian books I found in tunnels under a city a

settle in. After the movie we just stay to talk a bit.

few miles that way.” He points to his left.
“Oh, guess what?” I say suddenly, remembering. I want to

“No way. How can you read that?” I ask, scooting closer
to look at the strange characters printed on the page.

tell him about the new language I learned.

“What?” he asks, a little uninterested.
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EMILY'S DIARY

Michael says he doesn't believe Rob would do anything.

Michael taught it to me.”
That was before he shows up with a gun. “Michael. Emily.
He turns to look at me in shock. “What? You're kidding

Get out here. Now!” he yells.

me, right?” he said in disbelief, raising his voice.
Me and Michael look at each other. “We need to go,” I
“What?” I stammer.

whisper. He nods. And we sneak out the back of his
house. We sprint to the boat and hear a few shots go

He doesn't like the fact that I was becoming like the

off. We finally get the boat moving and speed up. A few

Martians and the fact that I was hanging out with his

more shots go off. Then nothing.

brother. He gets really mad, throws his drink, and storms
out.

I look at Michael, and I feel happy for the first time in a
while. I can see us, starting a new life, far away from

I go to see Michael a few days after Rob got mad and

here.

tell him what happened. I cry for a while, but he just
listens. He moves closer to me and hugs me. It's
comforting and I want to stay like that forever. We stay
like that for a while, and I fall asleep.

Another few weeks go by, and Rob and me fight more.
It's awful, but I spend a lot of my time talking with
Michael. It makes me feel better. Today I am lying with
him, talking, when suddenly he leans in to kiss me. I know
it is wrong, but I don't resist. It just feels nice to have
someone actually care about me and spend time with
me.

This goes on for a while. Going behind Rob's back makes
me feel terrible, but Michael is so much better to me
than Rob is. Honestly, I like Michael a lot.

I tell Rob I want to break up, and he gets really mad. He
grabs me and yells. I break away and run. I find Michael
and tell him what Rob said -- that he was going to kill
both of us.

Note: This story was inspired by, and takes place
some years after, the events of "The Million-Year
Picnic" by Ray Bradbury.
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There was this planet the people on Mars liked to call Earth. The older folks would always tell us teenagers that it used to
be a planet full of life and wonders, with wonderful looking animals and all the food you can imagine. We never believed
them. Of course, we knew they were just crazy folks. Still, there was something that intrigued me. If they were all just crazy
folks, then why wouldn't they let us take our disks within at least 1,000 miles of the so-called burning planet called Earth?

I got with some buddies of mine and we decided to sneak one of our disks to Earth to see who was right -- if any of us
were right. Me, John, Taff, and Nick decided to go on this journey. We had to sneak into Nick’s house because his was
clearly the most upgraded and advanced disk on the planet, with his rich family and everything. We snuck in easily, with the
help of Nick knowing all the pass codes to his own house. Of course, just as we had hopped into the four seats of the disk,
our luck had Nick's father come running outside. I screamed to step on it, Nick, and we were out of there before Nick’s
father could even blink.

On our way to the planet, we seemed to be avoiding a lot of giant black chunks. Taff pointed out that they've kind of look
like Colin. I agreed with him. That was only until we scanned the chunks with our disk that we learned they were charred
black rock from nuclear explosions. Once we got to the planet, we were in shock. Thousands of tiny versions of those rocks
were flying around us. Or, at least we thought they were -- until we looked a little closer, and saw that some of those tiny
rocks were actually human skeletons. We had to land the ship for a better look. It took a while, but I could finally find a
piece of land just stable enough to hold the disk. I was already amazed that the planet still had a gravitational pull to it. As
we were exploring, we found just about nothing but nuclear rocks and bones.

They were just about done looking. So I called everyone back to the disk to head home. When we got on the rocket, it was
giving off a warning -- the planet was going to explode soon. So any big sudden movements, like the ship taking off, would
probably cost us our life. I asked Nick if his ship had anything to help with that. Luckily, his ship could teleport short
distances. We prepared the ship to teleport. One…two…three… the ship turned over, something extremely powerful flipped
us and then we saw it -- a nuclear feeder. The ship's defense mechanism kicked in and blasted the alien to pieces. And
that would have been good if, you know, the planet wasn't about to explode. We repositioned the ship and were just going
to take off this time. Three…two…one... KABOOM. The disk and the crew were never seen again.
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Mr. Hathaway and his family rode into town to find

Living inside of New New York was like living in a ghost

what looked like an empty set of a city -- doors still

town. He could still hear the cars and bustle of the town,

open, lights still on, generators still running, but no

if he listened closely. He had a half-deranged thought

one in sight.

of recreating it, but he dismissed it to the back of his
mind.

He ran through every possible scenario of why and how

Hathaway's family was starting to become quite

this could have happened. It couldn't be a bomb. The

concerned about him. He murmured to himself about

buildings were still intact. There was still food and water

projects. "Why is he concerned with his little projects?"

in the kitchens, and there were no signs of a struggle

they would ask themselves. "He needs to take a break."

anywhere. Then it hit him -- something must have
happened on earth. He spent the next few nights

He worked himself into a frenzy, and they started seeing

looking up at Earth with his telescope. And over the

him less and less as he mapped out a farm -- a trap for

course of five days, he watched seven impossibly large

animals passing by -- a huge bonfire to signal, if anyone

explosions radiate from the surface of Earth. Total War

ever did come by.

had broken out, he decided. It must be that every single
person on Mars had left to fight or protect their family.

John dared to ask one day, wishing only to see his father

Everyone except him, and his family.

breathe for the first time since their trip into the
mountains. “Hey, Dad, do you want to maybe take a

Hathaway took to work as a fish takes to water, refusing

break today?”

to let himself think of his own self-resentment for
condemning his family. He set up a house on the top of

“No, I can't. I need to install a siren for the bonfire to go

a hill, in case someone ever did come back.

off, in case the radar picks up any readings of rockets.
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Ask Susan if she wants to do whatever you wanted to

She did not make it through the night. In the morning,

do,” Hathaway responded, having not even looked up

she was stone gray, and red dots of blood peppered her

from his tinkering.

face.

He could not be stopped, even when Alice attempted to

The family was horrified and dumbfounded as to how

pretend to be sick. She coughed and fake-heaved to

their perfectly healthy mother was dead in a day. The

attempt to keep Hathaway home, but he simply said he

pain was so much that even Hathaway stopped work,

would see if he could find some herbs to make a

and did not leave his room for three days after her

medication for her. He did not lie, he did find some

funeral. Then he threw himself even more into absolutely

herbs. They were what looked like red poppies, which

anything other than letting himself dwell on his thoughts.

Hathaway remembered helping to settle a stomach, so

He knew that if he did that, he would figure out why she

he picked them up without thinking.

died.

At home, feeling proud of himself for finding the perfect

As a week went by, a month, half a year, the children

solution to his wife’s symptoms, and not wanting to

hardly noticed the change of seasons without the life

disturb her, he crushed the flower and stewed it in some

and spunk of their mother. Each and every one of them

hot tea for her. In only a matter of hours, she would be

fell into a depression. Then one night, Margaret felt a

feeling much better, all thanks to him.

cough coming up. She heaved up blood all over her
shirt, and her siblings felt like they knew what this meant

That night, Alice could not sleep. She started throwing

all too well. John and Susan carried their ill sister down

up for real. In the sixth hour of her torment, she started

to New New York, where their dad been working since

coughing up blood. She was in agony, and had no idea

Alice died.

why. She felt that this was an only an unfair strike of
karma for playing sick to attempt to keep her husband

They had no idea what he was doing, and did not care

to the house.

at this moment. Margaret was dying.

Alice didn't understand how she could have gotten sick.

Hathaway for once in his life did not know what to do.

She had not left her bed all day. She asked her husband

He never let himself think about the death of Alice, only

if he ever did find any medicine she could take. And

that it had happened. He never wanted to think about it

Hathaway was happy to make her some more tea, and

again. But here, his daughter was in the same situation.

explained to her that he would put a dose in a drink.

She needed him and he could not think of anything.

“Some red poppies I found while rigging some traps,

Hathaway finally muttered that she needed to rest and

well known to help settle stomachs, which you seem to

keep hydrated.

need a lot.” He sounded almost smug.
John and Susan were horrified that their physician
Alice trusted her genius husband completely. Why

father was suggesting the same treatment that would

shouldn't she?

be given to a child with the sniffles be given to their
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She coughed once, and the handkerchief was clean.
Maybe just a cold, she thought. She felt no need to

John took it into his own hands. “We need to take her

worry her brother and father about a simple cough.

home and try to stabilize her.”

Then out of nowhere, she began seizing in the middle of
the night.

“What do you expect us to do to stabilize someone who
is coughing up blood and the water she is drinking?”

By the time John found her, she had been dead for a

Susan almost screamed. The hopelessness of the

few hours. The next morning, her face was clean of

situation clawed her.

blood, as it had been all splattered on her bed, but her
face was the same color gray, as both times before.

“I don't know, Susan. Dad is the doctor, and he has
become absolutely useless,” John said after a long

Hathaway could not move. He felt the ache and pain of

pause.

the loss of his little girls and wife weigh on him. He
blamed himself for all of their deaths. He had a genius

Margaret died later on in the night. The same blood-

mind, but couldn't save his family from whatever this

dried dots covered her face, the same tone complexion

disease was. He was handpicked to go to Mars. Now it

was present. And still the family of three, now, had no

was killing his family.

idea what had taken the lives of their sister and mother.
Now it went from a random disease to a killer,

John wasn't much better, but did not show it, as he knew

systematically destroying the Hathaway family.

that his father was slowly going insane, and he did not
want to push him over.

John Susan, and Hathaway neutralized all possible
threats. They sterilized their house and bodies, removed

But he would, in three weeks’ time.

any and all sheets or blankets either Alice or Margaret
had ever used.

John put up the longest fight. He did not want to go.
Hathaway did not leave his side for four days while he

They erased any signs that Alice or Margaret ever

watched his son wither and die in his arms.

existed, though their lack of existence killed every one
of them inside.

He was gone, at only 23, passing away for something he
didn't deserve.

Then Susan started feeling sick.
Hathaway could not take it. He was alone, his family
She coughed once, and the handkerchief was clean.

died all around him. Worst of all was that he was

Maybe just a cold, she thought. She felt no need to

powerless to stop it.

worry her brother and father about a simple cough.
Then out of nowhere, she began seizing in the middle of

Or rather, he had been powerless then, but not now. He

the night.

had a brief image, and with his hands still dirty from
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digging has only son's grave, he set to work. He spent
countless long nights in his workshop cutting and
screwing, testing and reworking. He did not bother to
keep track of the days. Months could have passed, and
he wouldn't even have known, other than in the work he
had accomplished.

He continued to toil for almost two years until his work
was finally completed.

He put down his screwdriver and gently pressed a
button behind each of his four robots’ ears. They were
warm to the touch.

Slowly they opened their eyes and said, in unison, “Good
morning.”

Note: This story was inspired by, and takes place
some years before, the events of, "The Long
Years" by Ray Bradbury.
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BY

DAISY

DO

Your spring day. Tiny pieces of dust floated in the

hydrogen ran low, causing the sun to stop producing

dry, freezing air.

heat and light. This was awfully sudden, which is rather
unusual. The population of humans has also dropped

Winter never seems to end. Snowflakes keep falling.
drastically. Two decades ago, when wildlife started to
Earth is dying. Cold nights are endless.
perish due to the snow, dust and the lack of sunlight,
animals were completely wiped off the planet. No signs
The sun never shows. Not even a warm breeze passes by.
of life anywhere.
Silence and stillness linger in the lonely atmosphere.

The Earth was just covered in ice, and just in a short
Time is brutal. How much longer do I have to wait until I
amount of time.
see a spring day?

The only reason I'm still alive is because I had been
To see another human being. To see a flower blossom.
prepared for something like this to happen. I knew it was
The more time flows by, the more I miss the morning sun.
destined to happen one day. It could have been a
I miss the days of warmth, the longing for springs,
worldwide war, or maybe a terrible nuclear bomb, or
knowing down one day I will run to the other side of the
possibly an apocalypse. I had roughly 25 years to
earth. Wanting to put an end to this winter, to feel the
prepare for this. To prepare for living on such a harsh
rays of sunshine on my face, to pass the cold days. But
planet.
how much longer do I have to wait?

I sit on a cliff, staring at the stars. They glimmer, the only
Planet Earth struggled heavily ever since the supply of
thing lighting the sky, since the moon cannot be seen.
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Another chilling gust of wind blows.

YEAR 2395: SPRING DAY

deep breaths before turning back to my house, slowly
walking. I shiver when another breeze sweeps by, just as

I wait, wishing to hear a sound, any sound at all. I often

I am about to step inside. That's when I hear it.

do this, just hoping for something to happen. Nothing
ever comes. But I am patient.

I freeze, not moving a muscle. The noise is faint, but
somehow familiar. Could it be? Or could it be my mind

I have lived a decent life with my family, but I lost them

playing tricks on me?

all. Unfortunately, I have learned to live on my own in
this tragic environment. At the age of 20, I stocked up

The sound stops after about three seconds, but I am still

over 50 years’ of food supply in my house that I built, on

frozen in my spot, heart racing. I am curious where the

this very cliff that I'm sitting on.

noise came from, but I don't dare to turn around. After
listening for a minute or two, I come to the conclusion

I have not seen another human being in so long, it's hard

that it was all in my head. I shake my head and enter my

not to lose my mind these days. The main challenge

house. Before I close the door behind me, the familiar

every day is not to not let the loneliness consume me.

noise plays again, and this time I swiftly turn around and

The way I cope with loneliness is by writing. I write every

run out of my house. Standing near the edge of the cliff,

day. In fact, although I don't necessarily consider myself

I squint, trying to see through the thick frost snowing

a writer, I like to scribble down any thoughts or feelings

down.

just because I think it is mentally healthy for me when I
have no one to talk to.

My eyes strain to see anything that could have been the
source of the sound. I look around. The sound is still

Nowadays, most things are just worthless to me. Money

faintly present. I sigh in frustration. Where could this

has no value. Time feels non-existent. and fame is

noise possibly come from?

irrelevant. The only thing that really matters to me is
writing and keeping myself alive for as long as possible

Just as I settle on a thought, everything goes black.

while still hoping for a sign of life.

What is happening?

I really feel as if I am the last standing human on Earth.

It feels as if I am slowly drifting in a black tunnel, gravity

Possibly the last living thing, as far as I can see. It's been

nonexistent, like a feather in midair, far from reality.

years since I've seen a plant, the moon, an animal or any
human being.I really do not see any point in living. But

I am not sure how I got here in this daze. Why am I here?

deep down, I've always had the feeling that one day,
everything will change.

My surroundings change.

So I sit under the stars and wait, running my hands along

I blink a few times, confused. I lay on the ground. The

the rock surface beneath me. I stand. I take several

smell of flowers surrounds me.
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My eyes adjust to the bright atmosphere. I am below
pink, purple cherry blossoms.

Winter is over.

Spring.

There's no more darkness. The never ending season is
gone. The days of spring have come and I hope for it to
stay. I sit up, amazed. The morning breeze arrives. I take
a good look around me. Everything is light. Fresh flowers
bloom around me. Their warm scent hugs me. There is
no longer dust floating in the air, or snowflakes flowing
down. Everything seems to glow, giving off euphoric
vibes.

I have waited for this day, for this very special day, to
come, to feel the spring mist. It feels like a dream, but in
my heart, I know it is real.

I can feel the tears of joy well up in my eyes.

I am on Mars.

YEAR 2395: SPRING DAY
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January 1, 2048: New Year, New Me

“What?” I said, with a dry mouth and desperate need of

6:08 a.m.

liquids.

“Hurry! We need a crash cart in here.” The words I heard
as I arose from a deep sleep. Incredulous thoughts. A

“Well, hello, Ms. Robbins. How do you feel?” said a man

couple seconds later I realized I'm in a different room

with broad shoulders and a stern American accent.

(Alaina?) with a chronic migraine taking a toll on my
body. I felt nothing could hold me back from checking up

“Like I got ran over by a bus.”

on my baby girl.
He chuckled. “Well, you did hit your head really hard.”
168…168….I looked back at what room number I was in.
183. Immediate thoughts came to me to find the closest

Then suddenly, it hit me. “Alaina.”

nurse possible right now. But every area was empty. My
vision became blurry. I looked up at the white light. But

“Well, ma'am, please lay back and stay calm. Your

eventually, all I saw was black.

daughter is alive.”

10:27 p.m.

Alive. Who says alive? Why not? Okay, fine.

“Add on her post-op chart.”
“Well, Ms. Robbins, ma’am, your daughter almost didn't
“I've applied 40 cc's of antibiotics and 10 cc's of

make it. Her heart gave out. She stopped breathing. This

morphine.”

happened this morning. We then resuscitated her. And
she is currently breathing now, but is still declining in

“Yes, doctor.”
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health. I am so, so, so very sorry,” he said, with a tone of

“Ms. Robbins. As hard as everything is right now, I still

sincere grief.

have to ask about—“ he hesitated. “Treatment.”

“But she is fine now. Right?” I said, exhausted.

“I don't want it.”

“Yes, ma'am. She is resting soundly now. But Miss

“Ms. Robbins. Your health is degrading quickly,” he said

Robbins, we need to talk to you about your condition

confusedly.

now. It's a brain tumor, isn't it?”
“Doctor,” I said, while searching for his name tag.
“Yes.”

“Myers, right? Dr. Myers. I've had this condition for a
while now. If I were ever to consider treatment, I would

“How did you know? Your profile doesn't show you

have done it a long time ago. So please move my bed

coming in for a brain scan or checkup.”

into my daughter's room so I can go to sleep, or else I
will do it myself.”

“I didn't come because I already knew. It's hereditary in
my family. And I've seen it progress in my mother. I know

After a couple of seconds of silence, he finally replied.

the starting symptoms. She went through small

“Yes, ma'am.”

headaches every couple hours and memory loss. Then it
goes to migraines and passing out almost every day. I'm

Seeing my princess wide awake just made my day. “Hey,

at the end point, Doc, I already know it. But I'm pulling

you,” I said with exhilaration.

through to take care of my daughter while she deals
with a brain tumor as well. No twelve-year-old should be

“Mom! Oh my god, I miss you so much. Where have you

going through something like that at her age, let alone

been all day?”

feeling isolated.”
“I was busy doing errands and filling out paperwork for
“That's lovely, Ms. Robbins.”

a while. It was really time consuming. Sorry, I tried to get
here as fast as I could.”

“Well, that's the truth.”
“Oh, that makes sense. Wait, no, it doesn't. It's almost 11
Everything in the room was silent. I looked up to stop the

o'clock now. I'm pretty sure errands don't take that

tears running down my eyes, thinking about the moment

long,” she said sarcastically.

she was born. Her smile warmed my heart.
“Alaina! I did some paperwork and I will do the rest in
I looked back down again, noticing the nurse was still

here. Just so you can see how much time flies when

here, but in the corner now.

you're working hard.” I chuckled.
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“Hilarious,” she said, rolling her eyes the way she does

She's the girl that fell in love with the stars, not by

where she's really laughing on the inside. “Mom, I need

watching a rom-com where the couple lays down on

to talk to you about something that's been bothering me

grassland and stares at the sky, where shooting stars

lately.”

suddenly flies by while they hold hands. No, instead her
love for it came from her third grade science teacher

I suddenly stopped breathing at the end of that

Mrs. Q. When she was introduced to the Milky Way, the

sentence. Many thoughts came to me about what was

planets, and the biggest star in the galaxy -- the sun --

on her mind.

she never stopped wanting to know more.

“Mom?”

So, yes, astronomy is our thing. As much as I would have
cherished taking her to Mars, I knew that she couldn't go

“Yes. Oh, sorry, honey. My mind suddenly went blank. I'm

due to her health.

really sleepy after a day like this. But I'm finally here
now. So what is it? You want to talk about?”
“Mom, we should go. The both of us,” she said with the
“Nothing. It slipped my mind already. Anyways, let's just
walk TV. Watch TV. The news report looks interesting. It
says NASA finally did it. Oh, look. It's Larry!”

biggest smile I've ever seen on her face. That's when I
knew this was a big deal to her -- but this time, on a
higher level.

I focused on every word he said.
“I'll see what I can do, but right now, little girl, all you
“Good evening, folks. Larry Thompson here with your
Nightly News. So it's reported that NASA has finally
completed a new and improved rocket, and a beneficial

need to worry about is getting some sleep. Come on,
let's go to bed now.”

plan to take a vacation to the planet Mars.”
As we got comfy in our hospital bedsheets, I leaned over
“What?!” I heard Alaina laugh quietly at that. Larry was
always her favorite reporter growing up because of his
enthusiasm.

to give her a kiss on her forehead -- she loves those -and said, “Good night, my love. You have my heart
always.”

“And to top it all off, ten lucky people will have the
opportunity to go as well. The rules on how is still
unknown, but we will for sure come back with more info

The next day I woke up with another migraine, and

when we get it.”

realized Alaina was nowhere to be found.

Alaina quickly turned off the TV and turned to face me.
“Mom, we need to go. Please? Come on. How awesome
would that be?”

I grabbed my phone to check the time and see if I had
any messages. Only one text. From who? Of course,
from Alaina in the cafeteria. I got up to shower then

“Really awesome.” Little did she know, I was already
expecting her reaction and this conversation after
reading that caption, “NASA finally did it.”

made my way to the cafeteria, only to find Alaina on her
way back to the room.
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“Good morning, love. I was actually on my way to the

resuscitation won't work anymore. What I'm asking you

cafe.”

to do is sign DNR papers.”

“Yeah, you took forever and it was starting to get cold.

“What is it for?” I said, expecting a monologue.

So I decided to come back.”
“It stands for Do Not Resuscitate. If you sign these, it
“Makes sense. How do you feel inside?” I feared her

means to the next time I stopped breathing and needed

answer. I knew she had to be in pain from resuscitation.

a crash cart, they would do nothing but let me go. It
means no more electricity flowing through me just to

“Since we're on that topic, I think it's time we talked

give me air, and no more pain the next day from where

about that. Just sit and hear me out.”

they shocked me. Please, Mom. I know it's crazy hard to
ask you this. But this is what I want.”

“Okay.” I nodded.
Never did I ever imagined my daughter basically asking
“I know I'm at my endpoint, Mom. I just know my chest

me for consent to die. The thought of letting her go

really hurts. And I can only guess one reason why my

shattered me to pieces. But I realized that I was to

vision gets blurry even more now. And the migraines are

expect this at some point. Her condition was stage four.

terrible, as if someone has brought a hammer and

And you can't go any higher from there. Yeah, sadly, I

smashed my brains out. What I'm trying to say is—“ she

did know where she was coming from. It's not easy for

suddenly stopped with hesitation and immediately

anyone, especially a twelve-year-old.

looked down.
“What about Mars? Alaina?”
“Exactly what are you implying?” I said, although I felt in
my heart, I already knew what she was going to say.

“I have a plan currently in progress to get you on that
rocket and be one of those ten special guests. Due to

“Mom, I don't want to make you upset. I really don't. But

me being a kid with a life threatening condition, I get to

please understand my point of view with this condition. I

make a very important wish. A wish I decided to use this

can't go on like this.”

morning, in fact, well, on my way to the cafeteria. I saw
my nurse, Nancy, and I asked her about this so-called

“Go on. Like what? Resuscitation? I know it hurts. But

Wish I get to make it happen. She told me more about it,

that is what is keeping you alive.”

and it sounded awesome. We went to her desk to fill out
a form. What I want? When it asked me what my wish

“Well, what if I don't want to even be alive?”

was? I wrote for NASA to take my mom as one of ten
special guests to Mars with the new and improved

“What did you just say?” Her words replayed in my mind,

rocket. It was so cool. I gave it to nurse Nancy, and she

haunting me.

just has to turn it into the system and wait for a
response.”

“Mom. Please understand—“
“Wow.”
I immediately cut her off. “I don't, Alaina. Thoughts of
suicide and killing yourself should be far out of the

“Yeah.”

picture.”

August 15. 2048
“I'm not talking about overdosing on medication pills or
anything. I just started thinking, my body is eventually
going to give out, and I will stop breathing, and CPR or

This is for you, Alaina.
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“Mars. Here I come,” I said. Trying to sound excited, to

I will do just fine. So please, don't worry. While you're on

have some confidence in me. But nothing changed. It's

your way to Mars look around at what you see. And

officially been seven months without my princess. Still to

maybe get a tattoo of Saturn for me! Your choice. Just

this day I try and hear her voice, but end up

make sure you go out and live your life to the fullest. I

disappointed. While boarding the rocket I grab a wrinkly

am beyond thankful for all you did, even while being in

envelope to sit with and read.

the same condition as me. I know what you're thinking.
Yes, I knew. The doctor and nurse were checking my

“Is this seat taken?” said a young woman with a voice

levels one morning and I was laying down while looking

almost as soft as Alaina's.

at my window when I heard them walk in. Immediately I
pretended to be asleep. When they came the nurse was

“No, it's all yours if you want it.”

saying, “It's so heartbreaking for her mom to have the
same tumor as well while doing everything for her

“Awesome. Thank you. My name is Tasha, by the way,”

daughter to feel comfortable.” The doc replied, “That's

she replied.

what a real mother does.” And frankly, I've never agreed
more. I'm not mad either. One day I heard a surgeon

“That's a cool name. You can call me Robbins.”

going over his routine for a surgery to take out a brain
tumor. I knew it was for you because I asked all the staff

As I started opening the letter, the young woman started

members if there was anyone else with the same

creeping over my shoulder as if trying to read my letter.

condition, and all the answers were no. I'm glad you're

“Whoa. Can I help you?” I said.

doing well and are now healthy as a horse, as you like to
say. I love you so much, mom. Thank you for everything.”

“No, sorry. I just thought that was lovely handwriting. I
didn't mean to freak you out. Sorry.”

I love you too, Alaina. And for you, a tattoo doesn't seem
too bad. You're lucky I like the rings.

I giggled at what she said. “It's okay. I'm just not used to
that. The letter’s from my daughter. And yes, she does

As we passed Saturn, I eventually made my way to bed

have great handwriting. Every day I would make her

and fell slowly fell into a deep sleep.

practice cursive. And now it looks amazing. If only you
were to see what it looked like before, you would think

That's when I heard her voice.

I'm lying.”
The only voice I needed to hear, as a faint whisper.
We both laughed really hard. “Did she write to that
before you left for Mars? Kind of like a good luck and

I heard her.

goodbye letter?”
“Are you there? Mom?”
“Yeah,” I said, nodding. After that, I started reading the
letter again for the thousandth time since she wrote it
before she passed.

“Dear Mom, I know it's hard to go on without me. We
were each other’s sidekick. We were Bonnie and Clyde
on cloud nine. But like you said to me one night, you
have my heart forever. The same goes to you. No matter
where you are, or where you go, which I hope is Mars,
know I am right there with you every step of the way.
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2026

caught the disease. I was able to prevent myself from

The nuclear explosion killed thousands of people, only a

getting it, but I had to quarantine them.

few survived.
2036
2029

They died. Everyone, in fact, but I managed to keep

A disease broke out. Symptoms were similar to a fever.

myself from getting the disease. And yet I still don't know

But then rashes started to appear at different parts of

how. Over the years, that disease has been able to

the body. The rashes looked normal at first, like any other

spread all over the world. So many people, yet no one

rash, but then the rash started to grow bigger, making

around, at least to my knowledge.

the skin look rotten. As the rash grew bigger, the more it
started to affect the skin.

2042

The skin started to decay away, slowly killing the person.

I started my search to look for people who may have
survived the outbreak. But so far, I haven't found anyone.

2030
Millions of people are dying from the disease. No cure

2049

has been made.

After years of searching, I didn't find a single trace of
any survivors. Now I just walk looking for resources, food,

2035

water, batteries, and just some things to keep me busy

Me and a few scientists still study the disease, with the

as I continue on my journey.

very few supplies and information we have on it. A few
months into the studies, the other scientists
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Over the course of 16 years, everything has been going

I went to the kitchen to grab a water bottle I had stored

horribly, I wasn't able to help the other scientists, or get

in the cabinets. But when I looked through the kitchen

any closer to finding out the cure. And now I just walk in

window, I could see children, cars driving, people

search of people. But now it feels hopeless. No one is

laughing, and kids, too. Everything looked normal. I was

finding out the cure.

so shocked, I ran outside in such a hurry, only to see the
road empty, the whole neighborhood empty. I was only

No one is alive. I am the only person left on this deserted

imagining it. It seemed like I was going insane. But could

world.

I be blamed?

I went hunting for some more supplies. Seems like it's

I've been alone searching for people for 16 years. And at

getting harder and harder to find anything useful now,

this point, it's like my brain is trying to fill that emptiness.

but I still try to keep my hopes up.

I went back inside and wrote till the night settled. The
next morning I was looking to the kitchen for some water

I looked around a small store. I was scanning around the

but I guess I didn't have much left.

shelves mostly for water bottles. As I was trying to reach
for a pack of food cans, I heard a sound. I went to

I went to the living room, passing the front door.

check. But of course, it was only an old teddy bear that
must have fallen off the shelf by accident.

The night seemed to come closer, so I went to take
shelter in a small house nearby. It wasn't as broken
down as I thought it would be, as most houses are now.
But it wasn't new, either. It kind of reminded me of an
old classic cottage in the woods that you used to see in
movies.

The sunset grew closer, so I decided to go up on the
roof to watch it. It was the prettiest thing I've ever seen.
It was good to take my mind off everything. And for a
moment, it felt like everything was normal. Like the world
was good, for just a second, and all my worries
disappeared.

But of course, like all things, it had to end so soon.
The next day, I just sat watching the outside, writing on
the few pieces of paper I had left. I didn't really know
what else to do that day. Every day felt the same. I
would just write, drink, eat the limited food I could find.
And then I just do it all over again. I wish I could go back
in time and try to do something different.

Maybe I could have tried harder to figure out the cure.

But now it's too late.

There's nothing that I could do that can fix anything.

Two knocks sounded.
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When I was walking down the ramp, I felt my stomach

I understood why Tony was contacted. But what I didn't

cramp up and shift over and over again.

understand was why he came to me. I told him that I told
them that I was done. But then he brought up Hope and

The last thing I knew, I was going up an elevator. And

Mary; to think about what kind of life I wanted for them.

when I looked down, I was strapped up with a computerautomated woman shouting in my ear. But at the same

The Earth's resources were running dangerously low for

time, I couldn't hear it. All I could think about was leaving

humanity. And the planet’s core was shifting and

my wife with my baby girl. And when the sweat on my

destroying hundreds of terrains and land forms every

forehead dripped in my eyes, it forced me to close them.

day. Me and Mary have moved over 15 times for our

All I could do was think about them.

safety. And while thinking of all this, Tony informed me of
the mission. How they found a planet that they could

I woke up to the smell of bacon that my wife was

colonize. The only problem was getting there. And that's

cooking, and the cheerful sounds from my daughter while

when he told me about an asteroid headed to Mars, and

she was playing. When I sat down and eat with my

the asteroid was full of anti-matter. With that much anti-

family, all I could do a smile. That's when I saw my friend,

matter, we could get everyone off the planet and

Tony. We had used to grow up together until ‘46, when

colonize at the same time within two and a half years,

Hope was born. He said he needed to talk to me. But first

and Mary and Hope would be safe. At the same time. I

we invited him to sit and eat with us. We had gone in my

was angry that he came here, but then glad that he did.

study, and he told me, he was contacted by NASA for a

So I could have a choice. But then again, thinking about

job.

my family, I didn't have a choice.
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I felt my whole body vibrating and my heart was racing.

I woke up to the voice of Tony calling me. My suit was

It felt like it was about to shoot out of my chest. But all I

damaged and I could barely breathe. I opened my eyes

realized is how much I missed doing this. I know I

and saw the boulder crushing my right side. Tony was

shouldn’t, but I do.

crying on my arm. And with my last few breaths, I told
him to go and save my family. He respected my last

Tony informed me that we left the atmosphere. So I

wishes, and I lay there thinking that if this was the prize

unbuckled and went to go check the engines so we

for my family's happiness, so be it.

could get ready to go to lightspeed. When I got down
there, I saw there was a hydrogen leak. I launched
myself to the plasma gun as quick as possible to seal
the leak. I call the rest of the team and they came to
support me. I managed to patch the seal in time, but it
was still a close call. Meanwhile, Jared, the captain of
the team, started ripping my throat out about the leak.
Tony backed me up as he always did. And I explained to
him what I knew. I understand why Jared could have
been that angry. But it was still over the top.

We all ate dinner and went back to bed. And Jared told
us to get ready at 0600 hours because we will be
approaching Mars at 0800 hours. I took his word and I
went to sleep, until an explosion-like noise disturbed my
sleep. I suited up fast and got ready for anything, and
headed for the control room. When I looked out the
window, all I could see was flames and that we were
headed for Mars fast.

I found Tony and we started planning as soon as
possible. He told me there's not enough time to slow
down and after hearing that I released the parachutes
and activated the extinguishing system. My life flashed
before my eyes. Tony and I told everyone to buckle up.
And a few seconds after that, I blacked out. When I
woke up, I was wounded and my oxygen cartridge was
cracked. I went to repair it. And when I got a new case,
Jared grabbed my hand and startled me. He was hurt
badly and both of us knew he wasn't going to make it.
His last words to me were, “Save them.” And then he
took his last breath.

Tony and I got the Land Rovers and rushed to the antimatter site. We got to the site and collected the
material necessary for the escape of Earth. We heard
some rocks tumbling to the anti-matter, and I told Tony
to move and I tackled him to get cover in this hole I
spotted. In less than a second I felt like I was in hell.
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DE

LA

FUENTE

The first expedition’s five crew members get ready for

He just thought it was a malfunction, and it would soon

takeoff on planet Earth, a planet that is dying by the

fix itself. Suddenly, his company started going crazy. He

day. It will take approximately one month and two weeks

looks up to find three unexplainable creatures standing

to reach their destination.

above him, about eight feet tall. They look like shadows,
like they were hallucinations.

Due to advanced technology, the crew members finally
arrive on Mars and step down on a substance that feels

The crew member let out a loud, painful screech that he

somewhat like sand, but harder, something they never

didn't finish. The four crew members had no idea of what

felt before. A crew member takes a sample of that

happened to the member that was missing. They

substance to examine it later on their journey. The crew

communicated with one another and met up at a place

members spread out to investigate the strange planet

to talk everything out. They suggested to stay together

they just landed on. They would be the first to explore

the rest of the time they were exploring. They decided to

the planet -- or so they think.

go out and try to find the crew member that went
missing. After hours spent on trying to find their

They brought vehicles to pace up their exploring, and

comrade. No sign, losing hope. A crew member had seen

they would use walkie-talkies to communicate with each

something from the corner of his eye. He saw something

other.

black and square lying on the ground about 25 feet from
him. He went to go investigate to find that it was the

Two hours pass. No sign of anything unusual as

walkie-talkie of the member that went missing. He set

expected. As a crew member tried to reach out to

out to go show the rest of the members his discovery.

another, his walkie-talkie lost signal.

But there was no one to be found. All around him was
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complete silence.

He took more steps to find his crew members remains.
He heard something creeping behind him again. As soon
as he looked back, the Shadow figures were there.

Back on Earth, no one knew what had happened to the
crew members that set out to explore the new planet.
So they sent out another crew, but with only three
members. They landed on the planet to see nothing but
a dust storm. They decided to stay in their ship and wait
it out so they could explore as the storm calmed. They
went out together. They told each other to never split
up, no matter the situation.

They had vehicles and drove around for about two hours
until they found walkie-talkies. One of the members got
out to inspect what was on the ground. In the distance
a loud scream could be heard -- the sound of a man
screaming for his life. Everyone's attention came to the
man, running and screaming as he was coming. The
members realized that the man looked familiar. It was
the leader of the first expedition. As they came to meet
him, he was well out of breath. The crew gave him
plenty of water and food. He didn't talk much.

One of the members noticed that he had a very mean,
furious face. He began to worry if someone or
something had brainwashed him. A million thoughts
were going through his head as to why he was like that.
The leader from the last expedition stood up and took a
couple steps forward. He began to change, his shape
shifting. He turned into the shadow figure that killed the
last expedition. The crew only had white faces and eyes
the size of basketballs. No one said a word. No one
could believe what they were seeing. One tried to get
up and run for his life. But another shadow figure
appeared in front. Only screams could be heard. People
on Earth lost contact with the crew.

They suspected something terrible happened. They
wouldn't let any more humans explore the strange
planet.

STRANGE PLANET

